Broadcast News
Rewrites, pages 20-30

Page 22: Passive to Active Voice

1. Faulty wiring caused the fire.
2. Alex Rodriguez drove in the winning run.
3. Professor Laurie Leitner has proposed the plan
4. Police say Earl Muller drove the getaway car.
5. The judges awarded first place to Sheryl Tenn-eh-sen

Page 23: Numbers

1. seven
2. 500
3. one-thousand-64
4. 76-thousand-897
5. 49

Page 24: Approximations

1. nearly 50
2. almost one-thousand
3. slightly more than 15-hundred
4. more than five-thousand
5. nearly 750-thousand or nearly three-quarters-of-a-million
Page 26: Translate Numbers, Fractions/Decimals, Ordinals

1. almost a yard
2. half
3. nearly 10-million or nine-point-seven-five-million
4. eighth place
5. Halloween

Page 27-28: Time Elements

1. noon
2. 7:00
3. 7:30 this morning
4. 10:45 tonight
5. eight-hours-20-minutes-and 16-seconds or nearly eight-and-a-half-hours

Page 28-29: Symbols

1. 20-dollars
2. eight-percent
3. 59-81 45th Street
4. The Dodgers won 6-to-3
5. 75-cents

Page 30: Abbreviations and Individually Voiced Elements

1. N-C-A-A or N-C-double-A
2. (6-1-9) 5-9-4--54-50
3. 2-6-0-1-3 River Road
4. P-H-D or doctorate degree
5. Team U-S-A